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Description
As the name says the application is thought to provide some basic tools while working
with untimed text and captions.
In the "Conversion Mode" you can convert text files either as "line by line" or as "text
blocks" divided by a blank line to SRT, VTT or AVID Subcaps. Additionally Final Cut
Pro ITT or SRT Caption XML is supported.

In the "Edit Mode" you can split text by sentences, wrap by "line length" and edit the
transcription text with standard text tools.
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Usage
Un-timed text files saved as .txt, .rtf or .doc/docx will be converted to either a SRT,
VTT, Avid text or Final Cut Pro XML file. The conversion includes a conversion to
UTF-8 text format.

Preferences Setup
Currently there are only options for Final Cut Pro.

You can select a basic video format. It is not really relevant here since you have to copy
your captions into your active project anyway.
"Auto-Open Project" will activate Final Cut Pro, ask for a library and create (or select)
an event named "Untimed Text Captions" and insert the project there.

Caption Setup
Caption length is always full seconds and gaps between are constant thru out the
conversion – so no shorter or longer caption will exist, gaps will be either there or not.

To split a given text into captions the "Caption Delimiter" is either a linefeed or one or
more blank lines.
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A "line feed delimiter" will create these SRTs for example:
line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5

1
00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:20,000
line 1

line 1

3
00:00:30,000 --> 00:00:40,000
line 3

line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6

2
00:00:20,000 --> 00:00:30,000
line 2

4
00:00:40,000 --> 00:00:50,000
line 4
5
00:00:50,000 --> 00:01:00,000
line 5
6
00:01:00,000 --> 00:01:10,000

And a "blank line delimiter" will create these SRTs:
line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6

1
00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:20,000
line 1
2
00:00:20,000 --> 00:00:30,000
line 2
line 3
3
00:00:30,000 --> 00:00:40,000
line 4
line 5
line 6

line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6
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00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:20,000
line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6
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Output Format
Per default 4 format are available: SRT, VTT, Avid Subcaps and Final Cut Pro. With
Final Cut Pro XML either ITT or SRT captions can be used.
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Convert Only Mode
Conversion Process
The the basic usage is simple.
• To process files you drop a file into the app's 'Drop Zone' or click it to browse files.
You also can drag a file to the app's icon or choose Menu: File -> Load ('cmd-L').
The converted file will be saved at the Finder level of the source file with a name
extended by "_conv" and an extension matching the selected outformat, for example:
lines.rtf will be converted to lines_conv.vtt.
With "FCP ITT" or "FCP SRT" selected there are options - see "Preferences" above.
• The app will do it's job and go to the background. Final Cut Pro will be active and
ask you for an active Library to import.
• Select one.
• The XML will imported into an Event named: Untimed Text Captions. This event will
be created if it doesn't exist and will contain your new project named: lines.
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Text Edit Mode
Using this mode the app will help you to break continuous text into "caption lines".

Edit Setup
You may want to select a preferred line length upfront. This could be 32 characters
for "plain" CEA-608 without styles or 27 characters for "safe" CEA-608 with styles.
For non-broadcast wide formats a 56 character limit can be a good choice.
A "section break" is always represented by a blank line (double linefeed), a "line break"
can be either a "real linefeed" or an "auto-break" caused by the text view's width.

Usage
Import a file. The file will be converted to UTF-8 and will be cleaned from things like
whitespace. The resulting text will be displayed in the app's text view.
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Next step will be to break apart sentences using the "Split Sentences" button. There is
an option – "Use Comma" – which will insert a line feed after each comma.

Now all sentences are divided by a blank line and in this case each comma is followed
by a line feed. Text is wrapped at 42 characters.
Now you can start editing this 'roughly' formatted text.
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The "Text View" has all functions you have for example in TextEdit, but you can't
change font and font size or style since it is needed to calculate line width.
But "Find and Replace" can be very helpful.

The resulting wrapped text can be either saved to the clipboard, to a text file or to
SRT, VTT, AVID DS and FCP.
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SRT (VTT, AVID) Edit Mode
Caption Edit Usage
This mode can be used to "hard wrap" existing SRT or similar files. With the current
version you have to open the caption file with a text editor, copy the text and paste it
into the app's text viewer.
1
00:00:10,000 --> 00:00:20,000
Feb. 21, 2021 at 12:36 a.m. GMT+1, © Washington Post
2
00:00:20,000 --> 00:00:30,000
Add to list
3
00:00:30,000 --> 00:00:40,000
Joel Stein is the author of “In Defense of Elitism: Why I’m Better Than You and You’re Better Than Someone Who Didn’t Buy This Book.”
Ted Cruz wants to be a populist.
4
00:00:40,000 --> 00:00:50,000
He’s read all the manuals about how normal Americans think, dress, act and talk.
5
00:00:50,000 --> 00:01:00,000
But he can’t quite get the moves right.
6
00:01:00,000 --> 00:01:10,000
He got a mullet, which is brilliant anti-elitist behavior.
7
00:01:10,000 --> 00:01:20,000
But he screwed it up, getting a haircut that is business in the front but barely two months of pandemic in the back.
8
00:01:20,000 --> 00:01:30,000
He grows a beard like the survivalists do but styles it like a kombucha salesman.
9
00:01:30,000 --> 00:01:40,000
Born Rafael, Cruz calls himself Ted, which is just shy of a real populist name like Chase or Blake.
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You can change the desired wrap limit any time - but be careful not to wrap timing
lines.

The wrapped and edited text can be saved as with normal editing – but don't forget
to add the correct extension.

Warning
While you could save these edits as caption files it probably will screw up
everything.
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Fine print
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any
damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so sometimes you
may have to wait for a few days to get a response. But I'll do my best.
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